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As a result of the recent NASA emphasis on smaller and lower cost space missions, PV is now
being considered for a wide range of missions that involve operation at solar distances of 3 AU
or greater. In the past, these missions would most likely be larger and utilize an RTG
(radioisotope thermal-electric generator) as the preferred power source. 1 historically, silicon solar
CCII behavior at these distances has been compromised by a number of degradation mechanisms
including shunting, non-ohmic back contacts, and the “broken knee” (or “flat spot”) curve shape.
The former two can usually be neglected for modern silicon cells with back surface fields, but
the latter has not been eliminated and can be highly degrading. This problem has been identified
with random and localized diffusion at the top surface contact n~etallization/silicon interface
which leads to structural changes in the local junction. This is believed to create a resistive n~etalsen~iconductor-like(MSL) interface in parallel with the junction which leads to the characteristic
forms of the LILT “broken knee” *’T.
This paper discusses the development of a TaSiN contact barrier that can be applied to
conventional solar cells, with minimum process changes, that will prevent the localized
occurrence of the MS]. structure in the junct ion. The behavior of the barrier was evaluated by the
fabrication of Iargc area diodes with fllll top surface mctallization in order to maximize the
format ion of any localized junction defect regions. I)ark forward 1-V tests were obtained at room
tcmpcraturc and at 75K to evaluate the resultant cell characteristics. l’he cells were also subjected
to long term high temperature thermal soaks (600C fot 20 minutes) in order to provide an
accelerated stress test for evaluating the bari-icr stability. ‘1’cst results showed that the barrier
samples were quite stable whereas the controls (without the TiSiN barrier) exhibited a large
increase in the dark forward current (Figures 1 and 2). These results indicate that the contact
barrier can prevent occurrence of the “broken knee” cell degradation. I’hc barrier materials and
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formation methods will IN discussed in the complete paper, along with implications for
it~~~}lel~~crltatior~ it~higll cfficiet~cyccll pl-oduction,
As part of the investigation into silicon CC1l development for 1.11.’1’ conditions, an analysis was
made for a typical mission application. Array performance was calculated for 5 AIJ opcrat ing
conditions assuming a 50 w peak power requirement at that distance. Alternative approaches
were examined, including cell selection for convent ional devices with reduced 1.11.1’ degradation
and GaAs/Gc substitutes, It was concluded that the implementation of silicon CCII processing to
avoid the I.11.T degradations, although not always cost effective for any single mission, would
provide significant economical benefits when examined in tcrn~s of multiple missions.
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IFigurc 1. l)ark I-V before 600C soak
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};igum 2. I)ark I-V after 600C soak
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